
HIGH SPIN WASHER LM 11 EL

IMESA S.p.A. – Via degli Olmi 22 – 31040 Cessalto (TV)
Company certified ISO 9001

(NR. CERT-00663-95-AQ-VEN-SICERT)

Loading capacity (ratio 1:10 - Europe): 11 Kg
Heating: Electric
Drum volume (lt): 105
Loading diameter (mm): 282
G-Factor: 300
Electric supply: 3x400V+N 50Hz

Machine dimension (WxDxH - mm): 720x958x1039
Net weight (Kg): 264
Packing dimension (WxDxH - mm): 760x1045x1180
Gross weight (Kg): 269

Frontal, top and side panels in stainless steel AISI 304.

Drum and outer drum in stainless steel INOX AISI 304 (5 years warranty).

No need of ground fixing. To install the washing machine it is enough to adjust the rubber feet.

Innovative system PBS assurgi the perfect drum balance even with partial or complex loads. 

Ergonomics door locking system which reduces the user intervention: the door closing is controlled by the 
computer.

Balanced water load: the washer is equipped with one hot and one cold water inlet valve. When the program is 
started, the washing machine load cold alternate to hot water to reach the set washing temperature in the most 
quicker and precise way, time of heating, and consequently the program length, is reduced. 

The modern IM8 computer is equipped with a touch screen and is able to store up to 200 programs, in the 
standard version, a lot more if the memory is expanded. 

Double program level standard on all washing machines:
o The EASY PROG interface allows the user to create his own program just answering to few simple 

questions. 
o The EXPERT PROG interface allows the specialized technician to create customize programs based on 

the laundry needs. 

USB door on machine front for a rapid and easy data transfer between PC and washer or from a washer to the 
others.

Controlled panel angled of 45� to avoid unpleasant reflex on the touch screen. 

Remote assistance by GSM standard. In case of anomalies the washing machine send an SMS to the agreed 
service centre, which will receive also an e-mail coming from the manufacturer server and containing a trouble 
shooting diagram referring to the alarm notified by the machine. The service is quicker and the solution is easier 
to be found. 

If necessary the machine can be equipped with automatic detergent pumps for a more precise soap measuring.   

Notes: Technical data and characteristics may be changed without any previous notice.  



HIGH SPIN WASHER LM 11 VD

IMESA S.p.A. – Via degli Olmi 22 – 31040 Cessalto (TV)
Company certified ISO 9001

(NR. CERT-00663-95-AQ-VEN-SICERT)

Loading capacity (ratio 1:10 - Europe): 11 Kg
Heating: Direct Steam
Drum volume (lt): 105
Loading diameter (mm): 282
G-Factor: 300
Electric supply: 3x400V+N 50Hz

Machine dimension (WxDxH - mm): 720x958x1039
Net weight (Kg): 264
Packing dimension (WxDxH - mm): 760x1045x1180
Gross weight (Kg): 269

Frontal, top and side panels in stainless steel AISI 304.

Drum and outer drum in stainless steel INOX AISI 304 (5 years warranty).

No need of ground fixing. To install the washing machine it is enough to adjust the rubber feet.

Innovative system PBS assurgi the perfect drum balance even with partial or complex loads. 

Ergonomics door locking system which reduces the user intervention: the door closing is controlled by the 
computer.

Balanced water load: the washer is equipped with one hot and one cold water inlet valve. When the program is 
started, the washing machine load cold alternate to hot water to reach the set washing temperature in the most 
quicker and precise way, time of heating, and consequently the program length, is reduced. 

The modern IM8 computer is equipped with a touch screen and is able to store up to 200 programs, in the 
standard version, a lot more if the memory is expanded. 

Double program level standard on all washing machines:
o The EASY PROG interface allows the user to create his own program just answering to few simple 

questions. 
o The EXPERT PROG interface allows the specialized technician to create customize programs based on 

the laundry needs. 

USB door on machine front for a rapid and easy data transfer between PC and washer or from a washer to the 
others.

Controlled panel angled of 45� to avoid unpleasant reflex on the touch screen. 

Remote assistance by GSM standard. In case of anomalies the washing machine send an SMS to the agreed 
service centre, which will receive also an e-mail coming from the manufacturer server and containing a trouble 
shooting diagram refering to the alarm notified by the machine. The service is quicker and the solution is easier 
to be found. 

If necessary the machine can be equipped with automatic detergent pumps for a more precise soap measuring.   

Notes: Technical data and characteristics may be changed without any previous notice.  



HIGH SPIN WASHER LM 11 HW

IMESA S.p.A. – Via degli Olmi 22 – 31040 Cessalto (TV)
Company certified ISO 9001

(NR. CERT-00663-95-AQ-VEN-SICERT)

Loading capacity (ratio 1:10 - Europe): 11 Kg
Heating: Hot Water
Drum volume (lt): 105
Loading diameter (mm): 282
G-Factor: 300
Electric supply: 3x400V+N 50Hz

Machine dimension (WxDxH - mm): 720x958x1039
Net weight (Kg): 264
Packing dimension (WxDxH - mm): 760x1045x1180
Gross weight (Kg): 269

Frontal, top and side panels in stainless steel AISI 304.

Drum and outer drum in stainless steel INOX AISI 304 (5 years warranty).

No need of ground fixing. To install the washing machine it is enough to adjust the rubber feet.

Innovative system PBS assurgi the perfect drum balance even with partial or complex loads. 

Ergonomics door locking system which reduces the user intervention: the door closing is controlled by the 
computer.

Balanced water load: the washer is equipped with one hot and one cold water inlet valve. When the program is 
started, the washing machine load cold alternate to hot water to reach the set washing temperature in the most 
quicker and precise way, time of heating, and consequently the program length, is reduced. 

The modern IM8 computer is equipped with a touch screen and is able to store up to 200 programs, in the 
standard version, a lot more if the memory is expanded. 

Double program level standard on all washing machines:
o The EASY PROG interface allows the user to create his own program just answering to few simple 

questions. 
o The EXPERT PROG interface allows the specialized technician to create customize programs based on 

the laundry needs. 

USB door on machine front for a rapid and easy data transfer between PC and washer or from a washer to the 
others.

Controlled panel angled of 45� to avoid unpleasant reflex on the touch screen. 

Remote assistance by GSM standard. In case of anomalies the washing machine send an SMS to the agreed 
service centre, which will receive also an e-mail coming from the manufacturer server and containing a trouble 
shooting diagram refering to the alarm notified by the machine. The service is quicker and the solution is easier 
to be found. 

If necessary the machine can be equipped with automatic detergent pumps for a more precise soap measuring.   

Notes: Technical data and characteristics may be changed without any previous notice.  


